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[30, 36]. In fact, a bad atmosphere and a lack of information
are structural barriers to agreement [20].
Furthermore, human negotiators make mental errors
some of which are related to emotions; biased perception,
irrational expectations, overconfidence, and unchecked
emotions [20]. Biased perception is the problem of
perceiving the world with a bias to make it fit your view of
the situation. According to the literature, these problems are
reduced by proper preparation, an effective negotiation style,
a good dialogue with the opponent, timely interventions
(such as a break), and training, see e.g.,[20, 34].
Interestingly, recent research shows that the display of
negative emotions such as anger can in some cases enhance
the negotiation outcome for the person showing the negative
emotion [31]. However, this beneficial effect is dependent on
the strength of the alternatives of the opponent [7, 31].
The role of emotion and affect in negotiation is complex
and multifaceted. We study questions such as: how do
emotions influence perception and decision making of the
one having the emotion, and how do they influence the other
party? How do we measure emotion during a negotiation in a
for negotiators acceptable way? And, how can we use
emotions in a constructive way in the negotiation strategy?
As mentioned above, preparation, negotiation style, good
dialogue and training are important to enhance the
negotiation outcome. We are developing a negotiation
support system called the Pocket Negotiator that supports
humans in all these aspects and all phases of negotiation (see
Section 2), see [13] for more details on this project. Other
negotiation support systems are discussed in e.g., [15, 39].
Here we discuss the possible role of emotion recognition
and measurement techniques to support human decision
making in the context of negotiation. Sections 2, 3, and 4
form the background of this research. Section 2 discusses the
dominant phases in negotiation. The discussions in later
sections refer to those phases. Section 3 discusses different
theoretical views on emotions. Section 4 provides an outline
of the aspects of emotions in negotiations for which
technological support is considered. Section 5 discusses
emotion recognition and measuring techniques.

Abstract— Negotiation is a daily occurring process at all levels
of society. Emotion plays an important role in negotiation
between humans. In this paper we discuss to what extent and
in which form ICT techniques can be used to get a grip on the
emotional processes that play a role during negotiations. We
focus on emotion recognition and measurement. Our analysis
shows that current emotion recognition & measurement
technology is mainly usable in the preparation for negotiations
(including training sessions) and during offline moments of the
negotiation (e.g., time-outs). The main arguments for this
conclusion are: (1) valid and reliable emotion recognition and
measurement techniques are usually invasive, and, (2) it is
unclear if participants in a negotiation accept the technology.
Keywords-negotiation; negotiation support; emotion

I.

INTRODUCTION

Negotiation is an important aspect of our daily life. One
definition is that it concerns the process of getting an
agreement regarding the exchange of goods and services.
Although this is definition has a strong flavor of economic
rationality it can be used to describe diverse processes such
as two parents trying to get an agreement on who will take
the children to school, do the groceries and clean the house
as well as having the world leaders negotiate CO2 emissions.
Fisher, Ury and Patton [11], Thompson [34] and others
emphasize that negotiation is not just about money, but also
about relationships, awareness of all issues (domain model),
personal preferences (user and opponent model), knowledge
of your alternatives (if no deal is reached), and reflection on
your performance. In this paper we focus on the role of
emotion in negotiation, see e.g., [10, 17, 21, 32].
Research has shown that emotions and affect influence
the negotiation outcome. For example, the best negotiation
outcomes are reached when people manage to create and
maintain a positive and relaxed atmosphere, see e.g., [3, 21,
34]. Negotiating is an emotional process, certainly for the
novice negotiator [37]. The more that depends on the
outcome of the negotiation, the more intense the emotions.
Negative feelings such as not being in control of the
situation, not knowing what to expect, and fearing to
underperform inhibit the exchange of information about
underlying concerns, whereas in a relaxed atmosphere the
additional information broadens the scope of the negotiation
978-0-7695-3801-3/09 $26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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II.

PHASES IN NEGOTIATION

Negotiation starts much earlier than inexperienced
negotiators realize. Four major stages can be discerned:
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C. Componential Theories of Emotions
The third perspective on emotion is the componential
view, of which cognitive appraisal theory is a prototypical
member. For an overview of appraisal theories, see [9].
Emotions are defined as “valenced reactions to events,
agents, or objects, with their particular nature being
determined by the way in which the eliciting situation is
construed” ([24], p. 13). The essence is that different
cognitive processes (components) result in an interpretation
of a situation and that this interpretation is a major
explaining factor in emotion. It has become a standard model
for synthesizing emotions in computers [25] and proved
useful for computational reasoning about emotions [33].

private preparation, joint exploration, bidding, and closing,
see e.g., [13].
Private preparation is about information gathering and
reflection before meeting the other party. The negotiator
investigates the negotiation domain, his profile and that of
the opponent.
Joint exploration: the negotiating parties get to know
each other, but don’t place bids on the table. The aim of is to
check the information gathered so far, to create a good
atmosphere, to investigate options, and to agree upon a
protocol for the bidding.
Bidding: bids are exchanged. For each incoming bid the
negotiator has to decide, whether to accept, to make a
counteroffer, or to stop (a better alternative exists elsewhere).
Closing: the outcome of the bidding stage is formalized
and confirmed by both parties. If necessary, the negotiation
returns to one of the previous stages.
III.

IV.

ICT SUPPORT IN EMOTIONAL NEGOTIATIONS?

Negotiators should be aware of the role of emotion,
mood, and conflict in negotiation [11, 17, 32, 34]. In our aim
to providing negotiation support, how do we best support the
negotiator in emotional negotiations? Can we help the
negotiator (our user) to become aware of the role of emotion
and conflict handling styles [16] in negotiations? How can
we determine which specific emotions play a role for the
user and the other party (also called opponent)? Can we
determine conflict handling styles of the user? Can we help
the user form an estimate of the opponent’s conflict handling
styles, his preferences, and his emotional state? Can we help
the user to link emotions to events? Can we provide advice
regarding emotional situations that are effective given the
conflict-handling styles of the user and the opponent?
The literature does not agree on what the “best” way is to
negotiate, see [19] for an overview. Still we want to
effectively present to the user models of conflict handling,
interaction in negotiation, and emotional influences on these.
The system needs to incorporate general knowledge about
emotions, coping styles and mental models. Emotions and
moods, for example, are triggered by a conglomerate of
factors such as situation, context, interaction with other
people, and physical state, see, e.g., [12, 36]. Successful
behavioral responses grow into coping styles [30] of that
individual. The way people interact with each other and cope
with emotions in a negotiation context depends on their
mental model of negotiation, and their conflict-handling
style. Five distinct mental models of negotiation have been
found [38] that directly affect negotiation performance. As it
is also known that affect and emotion influence information
processing in humans, having a system that discloses to the
user links between mental models and affect, would already
support the user to better cope with the situation [14].
The knowledge described above is to form the basis of a
tool that provides coping advice that fits the profile of the
user and is relevant for the situation the user is in. The next
section discusses some techniques that can be of use.

VIEWS ON EMOTION

As argued in the introduction, emotions have an
important impact on the negotiation outcome and process.
Emotion researchers within the affective sciences appear to
be converging on a high-level definition of emotion, as the
“evaluative judgments of the environment, the self and other
agents, in light of the agent’s personal relevance”, and
associated coordinated and adaptive behavioral responses.
For a survey on emotion literature, see [18]. However,
emotion (and therefore its representation in a negotiation
support system) can be approached from different
perspectives. Below, we briefly list the three main
perspectives used in the affective sciences: emotion
categories, emotional dimensions, and emotion components.
A. Emotion Categories
The literature on categories of emotion is extensive. For
this paper, we limit ourselves to an example: Ekman and
Friesen proposed the following six universal facial
expressions: anger, fear, disgust, surprise, happiness, and
sadness [8]. The essence is that each emotion has a unique
“multi modal program” associated with it (e.g., fear, arousal,
flight, sweating are all part of the fear “program”). For an
overview of literature on emotional categories see [5].
B. Dimensions of Emotions
Research on emotion dimensions suggests that emotions
arise from cognitive interpretations of core physiological
activity [29]. The essence of this perspective is that a limited
set of dimensions can describe a large set of emotions by
emphasizing commonalities (core physiological activity)
between emotions, and deemphasize the uniqueness of
individual emotions. An important representative of this
perspective is the pleasure, arousal, and dominance (PAD)
model [22]. In this model the dimension pleasure refers to
pleasantness of the emotions, for example by qualifying the
emotion as positive or negative. The arousal dimension
refers the extent of bodily activation. The dominance
dimension refers to whether the subject is in control, or the
environment. Most emotion psychologists agree that at least
pleasure (valence) and arousal are core components.

V.

EXISTING TOOLS

The first bottleneck is emotion recognition, to e.g., alert
the negotiator to high levels of arousal in the negotiation.
With emotion recognition tools the negotiator can actively
analyze the emotional status of either party. An adequate
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view of the emotional state of the negotiators is a
prerequisite for influencing the atmosphere. The next step is
to assist the user in an emotional negotiation. For that we
need tools for recognizing the conflict handling styles and
mental models of negotiation of the parties involved. This
section provides some information on both topics.

response (EDR), galvanic skin response (GSR),
electroencephalogram (EEG), and electromyography (EMG).
Prendinger et al. apply such techniques to support users in
decision making [27]. As these techniques involve “wiring”,
for negotiation these seem practically and socially acceptable
only during training situations. A related problem is that
autonomic measurement aimed at emotion recognition
produces difficult-to-interpret data in uncontrolled settings.
3) Observation-based measures
Observation-based measurement techniques focus on
body posture and gestures, facial expressions, and voice
characteristics. Interpreting emotions of others is difficult
since others may hide or mask their emotions for social or
strategic purposes (e.g. poker face). Technology to determine
emotional status based on visual and audio signals is under
development, see e.g., [4, 28, 35]. Even such non-intrusive
techniques are probably not socially acceptable in real faceto-face negotiations.
To conclude, self-reporting techniques currently seem to
be most suitable during those negotiation phases in which the
negotiator is in contact with the other party. All other
techniques seem only appropriate for negotiation training
sessions. However, can self-reporting techniques be used
reliable by the user to form an idea of the emotional status of
the opponent in the heat of a real negotiation?

A. Emotion Recognition and Measures
Poels & Dewitte [26] provide an overview and
comparison of emotion measurement techniques of the last
20 years. Emotion measurement techniques are categorized
in three groups, namely self-report measures, autonomic
(physiological) measures, and observation-based measures.
1) Self-report techniques
Self-report techniques measure the user’s subjective
feeling, which is the consciously felt experience of an
emotion as expressed by the individual. Self-report
techniques are classified in three groups: verbal self-report,
visual self-report, and moment-to-moment ratings. In a
verbal self-report the respondent expresses emotions verbally
by means of answering open questions or rating items, or in
an interview or a diary. Like the verbal ones, visual selfreport techniques measure subjective feelings. But now
graphics are used instead of words. Two frequently used
ones are the Self-Assessment Manikin [2] and the PrEmo
[6]. The Self-Assessment Manikin visually represents the
three dimensions of the PAD model (see Section 3) and was
designed as an alternative to the sometimes cumbersome
verbal self-report measures. Visual self-report is quick and
user-friendly. Morris found it suitable for cross-cultural
research and applicable for different age groups [23].
In moment-to-moment ratings, respondents rate the
strength of the perceived magnitude of an emotional
dimension or a specific emotion in relation to a (neutral)
reference point. A computerized tool is the “feelings
monitor” [1], in which a cursor is moved from left to right
indicating positive or negative feelings (valence). Momentto-moment ratings are cheap, user friendly and provide
immediate and continuous measurement of emotions.
Obviously self-reports suffer from subjective bias as
users report their own perception of their emotional state.
Furthermore, subjects might be unwilling to report their
emotions (social desirability bias) [26].
The appropriateness of such techniques might be limited
to training sessions and moments during the negotiation
phases in which the negotiator is away from the other party
and has the time to provide the self-report and reflect upon
the situation. From a focus group study we found that having
a negotiation-support-application (with self-report tool in it)
on a PDA during the negotiation can be socially undesirable.
More research is needed on these issues.
Subjective bias and social desirability bias can be
overcome by measuring reactions such as facial expressions
and physiological reactions that are beyond respondents’
control, as discussed in the next two sub sections.
2) Autonomic Measures
Autonomic measuring techniques require attaching
measuring equipment to the subjects. Well-known
techniques are electrocardiogram (ECG), electro dermal

B. Mental Models & Conflict Handling Styles
Having insight in their conflict-handling style [16] and
that of their opponent can help negotiators to predict possible
sources of conflict, and ways to avoid or alleviate conflict.
We need tools to elicit information from the user on the
conflict-handling styles of both parties, and on their mental
model of negotiation. The existing tools for determining
conflict handling styles, see e.g., [16], can be incorporated in
our system to determine the conflict handling style of the
user, but leaves open the problem of identifying the style of
the opponent. Similarly, the research of Van Boven and
Thompson [38] can be used to devise a tool for determining
a user’s mental model of negotiation, but that does not help
us with the determination of such mental model of the
opponent. An important direction for future research is how
to integrate (e.g., how to measure, model, reason about)
emotions and affect in mental models and conflict handling
styles in such a way that negotiation support systems can
help users to strategically use, and cope with their and
others’ emotions.
VI.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that emotion is an important concept to
consider in a negotiation support system that can be used
during real-time negotiations. Being able to model the role of
emotions in negotiation can help users to better understand
how emotions can be useful and detrimental to the
negotiation outcome and long-term relation with the
opponent. A current challenge is that many of the existing
techniques for measuring emotions in an objective and
automatic way are difficult to integrate in systems aimed at
supporting negotiators in real time, emotional negotiations.
However, these techniques can be applied in training
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situations. For real situations, emotion measurement might
have to rely on self-report techniques, where the user has to
report his/her own emotions as well as those of the opponent.
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